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Is one church better than another church? Are
some churches right and other churches wrong?
Can a person simply pick whatever church he
or she enjoys the most? These, and other such
questions, often weigh on the minds of sincere
religious people. In truth, there is really only one
place to go to find the answers to such questions—
the Bible. God’s Word contains “all things that
pertain to life and godliness” (2 Peter 1:3). It is
the standard by which religious matters must be
judged. In the end, the teachings and actions of
every church or religion must be examined in
light of what the Bible says about them.
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Introduction
How may a person distinguish between truth and
error? Can a person know which religion, if any, is right?
Must a person rely on subjective inner inclinations and
feelings? Or is religious truth ascertainable and knowable based on objective assessment? Some religions
(e.g., Buddhism and Hinduism) base their credibility
on some mystical or transcendental experience. Even
some “Christian” groups claim that their credibility and
authenticity may be established on the basis of the Holy
Spirit Whom, they say, gives them their assurance. But
when the Bible is examined, no such role is assigned to
the Holy Spirit. Mystical religions have always existed,
and have insisted that they are the recipients of leading
and guidance from superior forces that are “better felt
than told.” The God of the Bible, on the other hand,
always offered evidence—proof—of the divine origin
of the message before He expected people to believe
(e.g., John 10:37-38; 20:30-31; Deuteronomy 18:21-22).
The nature of truth is such that it does not depend
upon subjective human experience for its veracity.
Rather, God created human beings with minds that
were designed to function rationally—part of what it
means to be created “in the image of God” (Genesis
1:27).1 We humans have the capability, if we maintain
an honest heart free from bias (Luke 8:15), to consider
and weigh evidence, and to draw correct conclusions
(Acts 17:11; 1 Thessalonians 5:21; 1 John 4:1). As
-1-
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Jesus said, “You shall know the truth and the truth
shall make you free” (John 8:32). The truthfulness of
religious claims is verifiable on the basis of evidence and
rational thought. Humans have the capacity, capability,
and responsibility to reason logically, and distinguish
between truth and falsehood. [NOTE: Allusions to The
Book of Mormon, the Doctrine and Covenants, and the
Pearl of Great Price are taken from a 1981 reprint that
contains all three documents.]2

FALLACIES OF MORMON SCRIPTURE
The nature of truth is such that it does not contradict itself. After literally centuries of scrutiny by hostile
skeptics and unbelieving critics, the Bible has been
found to be completely consistent with the nature of
truth, logic, and the laws of thought.3 On the other
hand, uninspired documents cannot stand up to such
scrutiny. The Book of Mormon is one such document.
It lacks the marks of inspiration that characterize
the Bible. In an official publication of the LDS (Latterday Saints), 31 conditions are identified as necessary
in order to produce an inspired book. Condition #9
says, “You must not make any absurd, impossible, or
contradictory statements.”4 This affirmation is a selfevident truth. Yet, The Book of Mormon is guilty of
violating these very criteria.

Fallible, Uninspired Reliance on the KJV
In the first place, much of the King James Version of
the Bible has been reproduced verbatim in The Book
of Mormon—estimated to be from 17,000 to 27,000
words.5 For example, Mosiah 14 is a reproduction of
Isaiah 53. Third Nephi 13:1-23 is simply Matthew 6:1-
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23. Moroni 7:45 is copied from 1 Corinthians 13:4-7.
Moroni 7:48 is 1 John 3:2. Moroni 10:8-17 is taken
from 1 Corinthians 12:4-11. Alma 5:52 is Matthew 3:10.
Second Nephi 14:1-3 is Isaiah 4:1-3. The author of The
Book of Mormon obviously had before him a copy of the
King James Bible, and simply copied many sections
directly from it (though it is claimed that The Book of
Mormon was actually written from 600 to 421 B.C.6
But this is only half of the problem on this point. The
KJV is an uninspired translation of available Hebrew
and Greek manuscripts into the English language of
the late 16th and early 17th century, completed in
1611. But God gave the Old Testament to the Israelites
in their native language (Hebrew), and He gave the
New Testament in the first century in the common
language of that day (Koine Greek). Question: why in
the world would God give His Word to Joseph Smith
in 19th century America (1830)—not in American
English—but in the British language of 17th- century
England? The obvious answer to the question is that
God would not do so. This absurdity is inconsistent
with the nature of God.
The reproduction of so much of the KJV in The Book of
Mormon raises four additional concerns. First, Mormons
frequently attempt to establish the superiority of The
Book of Mormon over the Bible by insisting that the
Bible has been corrupted through the centuries in the
process of translation (a contention similar to Islam’s
defense of the Quran).7 But if the Bible has been so
adversely affected, why does The Book of Mormon
quote so much of the King James Version? To be
consistent, those who hold this viewpoint must admit
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that at least those portions of the Bible are to be
considered accurate.
Second, all textual critics (those who study the original manuscript evidence that attests to the text of the
New Testament) know that textual variants exist in the
extant manuscript evidence. The vast majority of these
discordant readings are resolved when all of the textual
evidence is considered.8 If The Book of Mormon were
inspired, not only would it refrain from incorporating
the King James Version within its pages, it also would
not include in those sections the manuscript errors
that have crept into the text. Here was the perfect
opportunity in 1830 for God to clarify the variants that
had accumulated during the previous 200 years (as
well as the 1,500 years prior to the KJV). Instead, The
Book of Mormon perpetuated the mistakes.
For example, several textual variants occur in Matthew
6—a chapter that was reproduced in 3 Nephi 13. In
Matthew 6:4, the Textus Receptus (the Greek text upon
which the KJV was based) contained the words “himself”
and “openly.” These insertions were perpetuated by the
author of The Book of Mormon in 3 Nephi 13:4, as was
the word “openly” in verses 8 and 16 of Matthew 6 (and
3 Nephi 13:6,18). Likewise, the Trinitarian ascription
in 3 Nephi 13:13 and Matthew 6:13 in the KJV (“For
thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory,
for ever. Amen”) is not supported by the earliest and
most reliable manuscript witnesses to the text of the
New Testament. Subsequent translations, including the
ASV, omit the sentence altogether, or, in the case of the
NASB, place it in brackets. The manuscript evidence
simply does not support these additions as being in the
original, inspired autograph authored by Matthew. Many
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additional instances of this same type of faux pas can
be cited. The one who was responsible for producing
The Book of Mormon in these cases unquestionably (1)
relied on the KJV, (2) demonstrated his ignorance of
textual criticism, and (3) showed he was not guided
by God.
Third, in addition to errors that are due to textual
variants, the KJV also made grammatical and stylistic errors that were naively copied by The Book of
Mormon. For example, in Hebrew, singular masculine
nouns are changed to plural by appending “im” (pronounced “eem”)—the equivalent of “s” or “es” in English.
The Hebrew words “cherub” and “seraph” are singular
nouns. The plural forms of these words are “cherubim”
and “seraphim.” The KJV translators mistakenly added
an “s” (“cherubims” and “seraphims”) to these terms
to denote a plural form (e.g., Genesis 3:24; Exodus
25:18,19,20,22; Isaiah 6:2,6; Hebrews 9:5). Alluding to
cherubim, Adam Clarke rightly explained: “[T]o add an
s to this when we introduce such words into English,
is very improper; therefore the word should be written
cherubim, not cherubims.”9 Yet the original 1830 Book
of Mormon reproduced the same mistake as the KJV
in this regard (Alma 12:21; 42:2,3; 2 Nephi 16:2,6),
though corrections were made in later editions. The
unbiased observer is forced to conclude: God knows
Hebrew and how to transfer words from one language
to another; the author of The Book of Mormon obviously did not.
Another sample of stylistic error is the use of the
expression “it came to pass.” This expression is a
Semitism, or Hebraism, i.e., an idiomatic oddity or
peculiarity of the Hebrew language that lacks a cor-
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responding equivalent in English. Newer translations
either drop it completely or render it with an approximate English equivalent like “it came about” or “it
happened.” The KJV simply transferred the Semitism
directly into English and, under its influence, has
caused the expression to be naturalized into English
religious usage. Nevertheless, it is not an idiom that is
native to English. Yet The Book of Mormon is literally
inundated with the expression—as if the author was
deliberately attempting to make his writing sound biblically or divinely authentic. In reality, he was unwittingly
making it sound Semitic in 17th-century English! But
God would not have communicated with Americans
in 1830 through the convoluted pathway of Hebrew, to
17th-century British English, to 19th-century American
English. Likewise, the peoples of the specific historical
periods that The Book of Mormon claims to be depicting
(e.g., the Nephites) would have had no earthly reason
to have spoken in Hebrew themselves, nor to have their
history reported in Hebrew phraseology and Semitic
idiom. Apparently, later Mormon authorities, unable
to completely eradicate this stylistic feature due to its
extensive occurrence, were nevertheless so uncomfortable with the overuse of the phrase that they have
deleted some of its occurrences when so many were
used in close proximity with each other. For example,
in Alma 14:7, the original Book of Mormon had three
occurrences of “it came to pass”—in the same verse!
Current editions have only one—which raises the additional question of The Book of Mormon’s own faulty
transmission.
Fourth, in 3 Nephi 20:23-26, Jesus is represented
as the speaker, and He applies to Himself the proph-
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Deuteronomy
18:15,19 (KJV)

Acts 3:22-26 (KJV)

3 Nephi 20:23-26

15 The Lord thy God
will raise up unto thee a
Prophet from the midst
of thee, of thy brethren,
like unto me; unto him
ye shall hearken.

22 For Moses truly
said unto the fathers, A
prophet shall the Lord
your God raise up unto
you of your brethren,
like unto me; him shall
ye hear in all things
whatsoever he shall say
unto you.

23 Behold, I am he
of whom Moses spake,
saying: A prophet shall
the Lord your God raise
up unto you of your
brethren, like unto me;
him shall ye hear in all
things whatsoever he
shall say unto you.

19 And it shall come
to pass, that whosoever
will not hearken unto my
words which he shall
speak in my name, I will
require it of him.

23 And it shall come
to pass, that every soul,
which will not hear
that prophet, shall be
destroyed from among
the people.

And it shall come
to pass that every soul
who will not hear that
prophet shall be cut off
from among the people.

24 Yea, and all the
prophets from Samuel
and those that follow
after, as many as have
spoken, have likewise
foretold of these days.

24 Verily I say unto
you, yea, and all the
prophets from Samuel
and those that follow
after, as many as have
spoken, have testified
of me.

25 Ye are the children of the prophets,
and of the covenant
which God made with
our fathers, saying unto
Abraham, And in thy
seed shall all the kindreds of the earth be
blessed.

25 And behold, ye
are the children of the
prophets; and ye are of
the house of Israel; and
ye are of the covenant
which the Father made
with your fathers, saying unto Abraham: And
in thy seed shall all the
kindreds of the earth be
blessed.

26 Unto you first
God, having raised up
his Son Jesus, sent him
to bless you, in turning
away every one of you
from his iniquities.

26 The Father having raised me up unto
you first, and sent me
to bless you in turning away every one of
you from his iniquities;
and this because ye
are the children of the
covenant—
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ecy that Moses made in Deuteronomy 18:15,18-19.
Yet, the author of The Book of Mormon unquestionably relied on Acts 3:22-26, where Peter paraphrased
the Deuteronomy passage, and then added his own
comments. The Book of Mormon mistakenly has Jesus
including Peter’s appended comments as if they were
part of Moses’ words in Deuteronomy. Compare the
three passages on the next page to see the fallacy.

Contradiction Among Mormon Scriptures
In addition to the absurdities and contradictions that
exist within The Book of Mormon in its close reliance
on the KJV, contradictions also exist between The Book
of Mormon and the other Mormon scriptures. Consider,
for example, the serious contradiction in the promulgation of polygamy. The Book of Mormon condemns
the practice of plural marriages in no uncertain terms.
The condemnation comes in a context in which Jacob
denounced the wickedness of the Nephites in the 5th6th centuries B.C.:
But the word of God burdens me because of your
grosser crimes. For behold, thus saith the Lord: This
people begin to wax in iniquity; they understand not
the scriptures, for they seek to excuse themselves in
committing whoredoms, because of the things which
were written concerning David, and Solomon his son.
Behold, David and Solomon truly had many wives
and concubines, which thing was abominable before
me, saith the Lord.... Wherefore, I the Lord God will
not suffer that this people shall do like unto them of
old. Wherefore, my brethren, hear me, and hearken
to the word of the Lord: For there shall not any man
among you have save it be one wife; and concubines
he shall have none; For I, the Lord God, delight in the
chastity of women. And whoredoms are an abomination
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before me; thus saith the Lord of Hosts (Jacob 2:2324,26-28, emp. added; cf. 1:15; Ether 10:5; Doctrine
and Covenants 49:16).

These referenced verses from The Book of Mormon
enjoin monogamy with uncompromising vigor. Yet the
Doctrine and Covenants flatly contradicts The Book of
Mormon on this point:
Verily, thus saith the Lord unto you my servant Joseph,
that inasmuch as you have inquired of my hand to
know and understand wherein I, the Lord, justified my
servants Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, as also Moses,
David and Solomon, my servants, as touching the
principle and doctrine of their having many wives and
concubines—Behold, and lo, I am the Lord thy God,
and will answer thee as touching this matter. Therefore,
prepare thy heart to receive and obey the instructions
which I am about to give unto you; for all those who
have this law revealed unto them must obey the same.
For behold, I reveal unto you a new and an everlasting
covenant; and if ye abide not that covenant, then are
ye damned; for no one can reject this covenant and be
permitted to enter into my glory. ...David also received
many wives and concubines, and also Solomon and
Moses my servants, as also many others of my servants,
from the beginning of creation until this time; and in
nothing did they sin save in those things which they
received not of me. David’s wives and concubines
were given unto him of me, by the hand of Nathan,
my servant, and others of the prophets who had the
keys of this power; and in none of these things did
he sin against me save in the case of Uriah and his
wife (132:1-4,38-39, emp. added).

Two serious contradictions are evident. First, The Book
of Mormon clearly condemned plural marriage as one of
the “grosser crimes” and “whoredom”—at least among
the Nephites. It specifically singled out the plural mar-
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riages of David and Solomon, denouncing them as an
“abomination.” Yet Doctrine and Covenants insisted that
David and Solomon were completely justified, and committed no sin in having multiple wives and concubines.
Observe the comparison between the two books:
THE BOOK OF
MORMON

DOCTRINE &
COVENANTS

“David and Solomon truly
had many wives and
concubines, which thing
was abominable before
me, saith the Lord.”

“David also received
many wives and concubines, and also Solomon…
and in nothing did they
sin…. David’s wives
and concubines were
given unto him of me.”

To avoid self-contradiction, the author(s) of The Book
of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants could have
worded these verses differently. For example, he could
have stated that God enjoined plural marriages at one
point in history, but chose not to enjoin the practice
at another point in history. Or, he could have said that
plural marriages were to be practiced by some people
early in history but not by others later in history. In either
case, no contradiction would exist. A Bible example is
seen in the fact that God enjoined animal sacrifice on
the Jews in the Old Testament, but forbade its use for
all people in the New Testament. But this is not what
Mormon scripture does! It specifically pinpoints the
polygamy of David and Solomon, and then makes the
mistake of both approving and condemning it. This
circumstance constitutes a flat contradiction. David
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and Solomon having multiple wives was both right
and not right at the same time and in the same way.
Two statements are contradictory when they cannot
both be true.10 [NOTE: Yet another indication of Joseph
Smith’s uninspired status was his allusion in the above
quotation (Jacob 2:27) to a man being permitted only
one wife, but “concubines he shall have none.” This
reference betrays an ignorance of the use of an ancient
term. A “concubine” in antiquity was a wife—not a
mistress (unmarried sexual partner)—despite popular
misconception].11
Second, Doctrine and Covenants states that the practice of plural marriage in this life is an everlasting
covenant. The term “eternal” or “everlasting” as used
in the Bible can sometimes be abbreviated to refer to
a period of time of limited duration (e.g., Jonah 2:6).
However, when additional terminology is employed that
reinforces the primary meaning of “forever,” an abbreviated period is excluded. Terminology used in The Book
of Mormon shows that “everlasting,” as applied to the
covenant of plural marriage, was intended in its ordinary
meaning of forever. Its application included one’s entire
earthly sojourn, since the text says Solomon, Moses,
and many others had practiced it “from the beginning
of creation until this time.” Other references confirm
this understanding: “both as well for time and for all
eternity” (D&C 132:7); “in the world” (D&C 132:15); “on
the earth” (D&C 132:46,48). Even Joseph Smith’s wife,
Emma, was commanded to accept the additional wives
given by God to her husband (D&C 132:52). Section
132 of Doctrine and Covenants claims to have been
revealed to Joseph Smith in 1843. Yet 47 years later,
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on September 24, 1890, President Wilford Woodruff
issued an official repudiation of the doctrine:
We are not teaching polygamy or plural marriage, nor
permitting any person to enter into its practice.... There
is nothing in my teachings to the Church or in those
of my associates, during the time specified, which can
be reasonably construed to inculcate or encourage
polygamy.... And I now publicly declare that my advice
to the Latter-day Saints is to refrain from contracting
any marriage forbidden by the law of the land.”12

In excerpts from three addresses that he delivered
regarding this manifesto, Woodruff explained that if
they continued to practice plural marriage, temples
would be confiscated by the civil authorities, and the
First Presidency and Twelve, and family heads, would
be imprisoned. If, on the other hand, they ceased the
practice, in order to abide by the law of the land, they
would be able to continue the duties and ordinances of
the church (including baptism for the dead). Question:
Why would God refer to plural marriage as a perpetual
practice that would bring damnation upon those who
fail to practice it, and then call for Latter-day Saints
to refrain from such marriages? God is timeless, and
would have known ahead of time that the U.S. government would reach a point at which it would call
the Mormon practice of plural marriage to account.
Therefore, He would not have enjoined the requirement
as “everlasting” if He later intended to nullify the practice.
Nor would God have withdrawn one of His “everlasting
commandments” simply because the law of the land by
a pagan government made the commandment illegal
and implemented persecution. When in all of human
history has God ever bowed to civil government in its
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opposition to His will—even when it brought severe
persecution and death to His followers?

Changes and Corrections
Another legitimate affirmation listed in “The Challenge”
is condition #10: “When you finish in 60 days, you must
make no changes in the text. The first edition must
stand forever.”13 “Houston, we have a problem.” Informed
students of the Bible are well aware that no original
autographs of the Bible are extant. We are completely
dependent upon copies of copies of copies.14 Not so with
The Book of Mormon. The original 1830 first printed
edition of The Book of Mormon exists! In the words
of Latter-day Saints President Wilford C. Wood in 1958:
“I do testify that the uncut sheets of the complete First
Edition of the Book of Mormon have been reproduced
in its original unchanged condition; that this is a correct
and perfect restoration of the First Edition of the Book
of Mormon as received by the Prophet Joseph Smith
and printed in Palmyra, New York in 1830.”15 Latter-day
Saints authorities have repeatedly affirmed that the
original Book of Mormon contained no errors. In 1883,
George Reynolds, a member of the First Council of the
Seventy, stated: “It was done by divine aid.”16 Reynolds
referred to the eyewitness account of Martin Harris—one
of the scribes who participated with Joseph Smith in
the translation of The Book of Mormon.17 Joseph Smith
claimed to have found gold plates that he translated
into English using an instrument known as the “Urim
and Thummim”—two white stones fastened together
by a casing of silver, comparable to spectacles. Smith
would hold the stones between himself and the gold
plates. In 1881, the sixth president of the Mormon
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Church, Joseph F. Smith, explained the translation
process (as reported by Oliver Huntington):
The Lord caused each word spelled as it is in the Book
to appear on the stones in short sentences or words,
and when Joseph had uttered the sentence or word
before him and the scribe had written it properly, that
sentence would disappear and another appear. And
if there was a word wrongly written or even a letter
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incorrect the writing on the stones would remain
there. Then Joseph would require the scribe to spell
the reading of the last spoken and thus find the mistake and when corrected the sentence or word would
disappear as usual.18

This procedure, that guaranteed complete accuracy
of transcription, was further verified by David Whitmer.
Whitmer, who continues to be listed in currently circulating copies of The Book of Mormon as one of the trio
that constitute “The Testimony of the Three Witnesses,”
described the process of translation in the following
words:
I will now give you a description of the manner in which
the Book of Mormon was translated. Joseph Smith
would put the seer stone into a hat, and put his face in
the hat, drawing it closely around his face to exclude
the light; and in the darkness the spiritual light would
shine. A piece of something resembling parchment
would appear, and on that appeared the writing. One
character at a time would appear, and under it was
the interpretation in English. Brother Joseph would
read off the English to Oliver Cowdery, who was his
principal scribe, and when it was written down and
repeated to Brother Joseph to see if it was correct,
then it would disappear, and another character with
the interpretation would appear. Thus the Book of
Mormon was translated by the gift and power of God,
and not by any power of man.19

In view of the specific procedures by which the gold
plates were translated, The Book of Mormon ought to
be perfect. Yet, when one compares the original Book
of Mormon with a currently circulating edition, one
observes that many changes have been made in The
Book of Mormon since the original 1830 edition. This
circumstance is completely unlike manmade translations
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of the Bible. All translators of the Bible are uninspired
in their translating efforts. Joseph Smith, on the other
hand, claimed to have been supernaturally guided in
the process of translating The Book of Mormon, and
preserved from making any errors. One official explanation as to why the original 1830 edition of The Book
of Mormon was filled with grammatical mistakes and
content blunders is—“printer’s errors.” This claim, of
course, contradicts the above claim of President Wilford,
who vouched for the authenticity of the existing 1830
edition and even included in his reproduction of it a
“memorandum” by one of the original printer’s associates—John Gilbert. The memorandum recounts the
care given to insuring accuracy in the printing of the
manuscript that was brought to the printer by Hyrum
Smith (Joseph’s brother), who, along with Martin Harris,
supervised the project. Hence, the claim that “printer’s
errors” are responsible for the errors in the original
1830 edition would be a suitable explanation if it fit
the facts, but it simply cannot account for the types
of mistakes contained in The Book of Mormon—the
types of mistakes printers do not make.

Grammatical Mistakes
Consider a few of the estimated 4,000+ grammatical mistakes that have been corrected in subsequent
editions. The original 1830 Book of Mormon in Jacob
7:24 read, “but it all were vain.” Alma 48:25 read, “for
the promise of the Lord were....” Alma 53:5 read, “it
were easy to guard them.” 1 Nephi 5:11 read, “Adam
and Eve, which was our first parents.” All of these
grammatical (not printer) errors have been corrected
in more recent editions.
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Content Mistakes
Consider also a few of the many changes that have
been made that correct content mistakes. In Mosiah
21:28, “Benjamin” has been changed to “Mosiah” (since
King Benjamin was already dead at this point in the
narrative—Mosiah 6:4-5). In Alma 37:21, “directors”
has been changed to “interpreters.” In 1 Nephi 13:32,
“state of awful woundedness” has been changed to
“awful state of blindness.” In Mosiah 27:29, “wrecked”
has been changed to “racked.” In Alma 13:20 and
41:1, “arrest” has been changed to “wrest.” In Alma
17:13, “arriven” has been changed to “arrived.” Even
the original 1830 title page, which listed Joseph Smith
as “Author and Proprietor,” has been altered; now he
is simply “translator.” In 1 Nephi 20:1, the phrase “or
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out of the waters of baptism” has been inserted. It was
not in the original 1830 edition.
Please observe: Printers occasionally transpose letters, or garble a word, or insert the same line twice,
or omit a word or two, perhaps a line here and there.
But the above changes are not the kinds of errors
that printers make.
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Outlandish Doctrines
Can Humans Become Gods?

One of the more eye-opening beliefs of Mormonism
is the polytheistic notion that humans can become
gods. Standard Mormon theology maintains that even
God (the Father) and Jesus Christ were once human.
They were preceded by other humans who themselves
progressed to the status of gods.
Of course, this doctrine was not presented initially by
Joseph Smith, but was developed after the production
of The Book of Mormon. The Book of Mormon actually
contradicts later Mormon revelation, in that it affirmed
in 1830 the biblical doctrine of the oneness of God in
three persons, i.e., the historic Christian doctrine of
the Trinity. Observe the conversation between Ammon
and King Lamoni:
And then Ammon said: “Believest thou that there
is a Great Spirit?” And he said, “Yea.” And Ammon
said: “This is God.” And Ammon said unto him again:
“Believest thou that this Great Spirit, who is God, created
all things which are in heaven and in the earth?” And
he said: “Yea, I believe that he created all things which
are in the earth; but I do not know the heavens.” And
Ammon said unto him: “The heavens is a place where
God dwells and all his holy angels.... I am called by
his Holy Spirit to teach these things unto this people”
(Alma 18:26-30).

Nephi declared: “And now, behold, this is the doctrine
of Christ, and the only and true doctrine of the Father,
and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, which is one
God, without end” (2 Nephi 31:21, emp. added). Amulek
contended with the diabolical Zeezrom: “And Zeezrom
said unto him: Thou sayest there is a true and living
God? And Amulek said: Yea, there is a true and living
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God. Now Zeezrom said: Is there more than one God?
And he answered, No” (Alma 11:26-29, emp. added).
The Book of Mormon also affirmed that Jesus was
God in the flesh:
And now Abinadi said unto them: “I would that ye
should understand that God himself shall come down
among the children of men, and shall redeem his people.
And because he dwelleth in flesh he shall be called
the Son of God, and having subjected the flesh to the
will of the Father, being the Father and the Son—the
Father, because he was conceived by the power of
God; and the Son, because of the flesh; thus becoming
the Father and Son—And they are one God, yea, the
very Eternal Father of heaven and of earth” (Mosiah
15:1-4, emp. added).

Even the “three witnesses” to The Book of Mormon,
Oliver Cowdery, David Whitmer, and Martin Harris,
affirmed monotheism and the oneness of God: “And
the honor be to the Father, and to the Son, and to the
Holy Ghost, which is one God.”20 Joseph Smith affirmed
the same thing in the Articles of Faith: “We believe in
God, the Eternal Father, and in His Son, Jesus Christ,
and in the Holy Ghost.”21
These teachings certainly are in harmony with the
Bible. The Bible repeatedly and frequently affirms
the doctrine of monotheism and the unity of God:
Deuteronomy 4:35,39; 6:4; Isaiah 43:10-11; 44:6,8;
45:5; 46:9; Mark 12:29; Romans 3:30; 1 Corinthians
8:4,6; 1 Timothy 2:5. These and many other passages
indicate “there is but one infinite Spirit Being, and that
within that one Spirit essence there are three personal
distinctions, each of which may be, and is, called God.”22
There is only one divine essence (ousia) or nature
(phusis)—a solidaric unity—one divine substance in
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(not and) three persons (prosopa or persona), with
each “person” being the subsistence (hupostaseis) of
the divine Essence.23
But by 1844, Joseph Smith had begun to advocate a very different understanding of deity—in direct
contradiction to The Book of Mormon. He began to
promulgate the idea that God had, in fact, previously
been a man Himself Who had become exalted, and that
all men were capable of the same progression.24 This
shift was expressed formally in the Pearl of Great Price.
In the Book of Moses, God is spoken of in the singular
throughout. For example: “I am the Beginning and the
End, the Almighty God; by mine Only Begotten I created these things; yea, in the beginning I created the
heaven and the earth upon which thou standest” (2:1).
In stark contrast, however, in the Book of Abraham,
in a section discussing the same creation event, God
is spoken of as “Gods.” For example:
And then the Lord said: “Let us go down.” And they
went down at the beginning, and they, that is the Gods,
organized and formed the heavens and the earth. ...And
the Gods called the light Day, and the darkness they
called Night. ...And the Gods watched those things
which they had ordered until they obeyed. ...And the
Gods took counsel among themselves and said: Let
us go down and form man in our image, after our likeness. ...And the Gods planted a garden, eastward in
Eden, and there they put the man, whose spirit they
had put into the body which they had formed (4:1,5,18;
5:8, emp. added).

Anyone who is familiar with the King James Version
cannot help but be struck with the fact that the author
of the Book of Abraham had before him a copy of a KJV
and merely paraphrased the text. It is equally apparent that the author “had an axe to grind” in adjusting
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the text to foist upon the reader the notion of multiple
“gods.” In fact, in the 31 verses of chapter four, the
term “Gods” is used 32 times. It is used 16 times in
chapter 5. Polytheism now so thoroughly permeates
Mormonism that one Mormon apostle asserted that
humans are the offspring of the union between an
Eternal Father and an Eternal Mother!25

“Let Us Make Man”
Separate and apart from the issue of the inspiration
of The Book of Mormon, the question must be asked:
Does the Bible give credence to the notion of multiple
gods? Certainly not! However, various verses have been
marshaled in an effort to defend the Mormon viewpoint.
For example, on the sixth day of Creation, God said,
“Let Us make man in Our image, according to Our likeness” (Genesis 1:26). It is alleged by Mormons that the
use of the plural in this verse implies a multiplicity of
“gods.” However, an examination of the context reveals
that the doctrine of the Trinity is being conveyed.26
The Holy Spirit was active at the Creation, “hovering
over the face of the waters” (1:2). “Hovering” refers
to attentive participation (cf. Deuteronomy 32:11).
Elsewhere, the Bible makes clear that Jesus also was
present at the Creation, in active participation with
Deity’s creative activity (John 1:1-3; Colossians 1:16;
Hebrews 1:2; 2:10). Hence, when God spoke of “Us,” He
was referring to Himself and the other two members of
the divine Essence.27 Some have suggested28 that God
was including the angels in the “us,” since “sons of God”
sometimes can refer to the angels (e.g., Job 1:6; 2:1;
38:7; cf. Psalms 29:1; 89:6), and “sons of God” can be
shortened to “God” while still referring to angels (e.g.,
compare Psalm 97:7 with Hebrews 1:6, and Psalm 8:5
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with Hebrews 2:7,9). In either case, the fact remains
that the Bible presents a consistent picture that there
is only one God, and that this divine essence includes
three—and only three—persons.

“Ye Shall Be As Gods”
Another verse that has been brought forward to substantiate Mormon polytheism is the comment made
on the occasion of Adam and Eve being tempted to
eat the forbidden fruit: “For God knows that in the day
you eat of it your eyes will be opened, and you will be
like God, knowing good and evil” (Genesis 3:5—NKJV).
The King James Version says, “ye shall be as gods.”
Four points of clarification are in order on this verse.
In the first place, Satan made this statement—not God.
Satan’s declarations are never to be trusted, since he
is “a liar and the father of it” (John 8:44).
In the second place, the uncertainty conveyed by the
various English translations in their differing treatment
of the verse (i.e., whether “God” or “gods”) is the result
of the underlying Hebrew term elohim. This word is
not to be confused with Yahweh, the formal name for
God throughout the Old Testament. Elohim is a generic
term used some 2,570 times in Scripture, and generally
refers to the one true God, but also is used to refer to
pagan gods, and even can refer to human judges or
rulers (e.g., Exodus 4:16; 7:1; 21:6; 22:9,28) and, as
noted previously, to angels.29 Though the word is plural
in form, it is used in both the plural and singular sense
[cf. “face” (panim—Genesis 50:1; Exodus 34:35) and
“image” (teraphim—1 Samuel 19:13)]. English shares
a similar phenomenon with its plural nouns like “deer,”
“seed,” “sheep,” and “moose.” The same form is used,
whether referring to one or many. Hebrew, like most
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other languages, matched the number (whether singular or plural) of verbs and adjectives with the noun. In
the case of elohim, with only rare exception, the verbs
and adjectives used with it are either singular or plural
in conformity with the intended meaning.30 Fretheim
noted that its use in the Old Testament for Israel’s God
is “always with singular verbs.”31
Some Hebrew scholars maintain that the plural form
used to designate the one true God is the pluralis
majestatis or excellentiae (the plural of majesty), or the
plural of intensification, absolutization, or exclusivity,32
although others question this usage.33 In the case at
hand, Satan was tempting Eve with the prospect of
being like God—Whom she knew, and from Whom she
(or at least her husband) had received previous communication (Genesis 2:16-17; 3:3). She knew nothing
of other “gods”—pagan or otherwise. Since the term
elohim occurs 58 times in the first three chapters of
Genesis and is consistently rendered “God,” and since
Satan himself used the term earlier in the same verse,
as well as four verses earlier (vs. 1), to refer to the one
God, no contextual, grammatical, or lexical reason
exists for rendering it “gods” in verse five. In fact, most
of the major English translations properly render it
“God” (e.g., NKJV, ASV, NASB, NIV, RSV).34
Third, elohim in this verse has an attached prefix35 —
what Hebrew scholars call an “inseparable preposition.”36
In this case, the prepositional prefix is the 11th letter
of the Hebrew alphabet, the kaph, and means “like” or
“as.” Satan was not saying that Eve would become God
or a god; He was saying she would become like God.
Francis Bacon noted in his Historia Naturalis: “For we
copy the sin of our first parents while we suffer for it.
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They wished to be like God, but their posterity wish
to be even greater.”37
This realization brings us to a fourth point: the context
stipulates in what way Eve would become like God.
In the very verse under consideration, an explanatory
phrase clarifies what Satan meant: “You will be like God,
knowing good and evil.” This meaning is evident from
subsequent references in the same chapter. When they
disobeyed God and ate the forbidden fruit, “the eyes
of both of them were opened, and they knew...” (vs.
7). God commented: “Behold, the man has become
like one of Us, to know good and evil” (vs. 22). In
other words, Adam and Eve became like God in the
sense that they now were privy to a greater breadth
of awareness, understanding, and insight:
They now had a sufficient discovery of their sin and
folly in disobeying the command of God; they could
discern between good and evil; and what was the consequence? Confusion and shame were engendered,
because innocence was lost and guilt contracted.38

As Keil and Delitzsch summarized: “By eating the fruit,
man did obtain the knowledge of good and evil, and
in this respect became like God.”39

God of Gods
A third attempt to substantiate the Mormon doctrine
of plural gods is the use of various verses from the Bible
that speak of God being a “God of gods.” For example,
on the occasion of the deliverance of the Israelites from
Egypt, the “Song of Moses” declared: “Who is like You,
O Lord, among the gods?” (Exodus 15:11). Forty years
later, in his stirring challenge to the Israelites to be firm
in their future commitment to God, Moses reminded
them: “For the Lord your God is God of gods and
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Lord of lords, the great God, mighty and awesome”
(Deuteronomy 10:17). During the days of Joshua, some
of the Israelites exclaimed: “The Lord God of gods, the
Lord God of gods, He knows” (Joshua 22:22). These
verses, and many more in the Bible, speak of “gods”
in such a way that a cursory reading might leave one
with the impression that the Bible teaches that “gods”
actually existed. However, one cannot really study the
Bible and come away with that conclusion. The Bible
presents a thoroughgoing monotheistic view of reality.
It repeatedly conveys the fact that “gods” are merely
the figment of human imagination, invented by humans
to provide themselves with exemption from following
the one true God by living up to the higher standard
of Deity. Humans throughout history have conjured
up their own imaginary gods to justify freedom from
restriction and to excuse relaxed moral behavior.
Consequently, all verses in the Bible that use the
term “gods” to refer to deity (with the exception of
the one God) are referring to nonexistent, imaginary
deities that humans have invented. When God gave
the Ten Commandments to the Israelites, the very first
one said: “You shall have no other gods before Me”
(Exodus 20:3). Liberal higher critics of the Bible (like
Wellhausen) have alleged that this dictum advocated
only monolatry (exclusive worship of Yahweh) rather than
actually denying the existence of other gods. However,
distinguished professor of Old Testament languages,
Gleason Archer, maintains that “this construction of the
words is quite unwarranted.”40 Many additional passages
clarify the point. For example, the psalmist declared:
“For the Lord is great and greatly to be praised; He is
to be feared above all gods” (Psalm 96:4). One might
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get the impression from this verse by itself that the
psalmist thought that “gods” actually existed. However,
the next verse sets the record straight: “For all the
gods of the peoples are idols, but the Lord made the
heavens” (vs. 5). The Hebrew word for “idols” (elilim)
means “of nothing, of nought, empty, vain.”41 Notice
carefully the contrast the psalmist was making. The
people made their gods; but the one true God made
the heavens (i.e., the Universe). The genuineness, reality, and greatness of God are placed in contrast to the
people’s fake, nonexistent gods who could not make
anything. Archer concluded: “This passage alone...
demonstrates conclusively that the mention of ‘gods’
in the plural implied no admission of the actual existence of heathen gods in the first commandment.”42
As God Himself announced: “They have provoked Me
to jealousy by what is not God” (Deuteronomy 32:21).
The denunciation of the Israelites for conjuring up
false gods—pretending that such actually existed, rather
than devoting themselves exclusively to the one and
only God—reached its zenith in the eloquent preaching
pronouncements of the Old Testament prophets. Elijah
treated the notion of the existence of gods in addition to
the one God with biting sarcasm and forthright ridicule
(1 Kings 18:27-29). The idea of multiple gods would
have been laughable, if it were not so spiritually serious (cf. Psalm 115:2-8). The people on that occasion
finally got the point, for they shouted: “The Lord, He
is God! The Lord, He is God!” (vs. 39).
Likewise, the reality of monotheism was pure, welldefined, and single-minded for Jeremiah. He frequently
chastised the people by accusing them of following
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gods that were, in fact, “not gods” (2:11; 5:7; 16:20).
Isaiah was equally adamant and explicit:
You are My witnesses, says the Lord, and My servant
whom I have chosen, that you may know and believe
Me, and understand that I am He. Before Me there was
no God formed, nor shall there be after Me. I, even
I, am the Lord, and besides Me there is no savior. I
have declared and saved, I have proclaimed, and there
was no foreign god among you; therefore you are My
witnesses, says the Lord, that I am God. Indeed, before
the day was, I am He; and there is no one who can
deliver out of My hand; I work, and who will reverse it?
(43:10-13; cf. 37: 19; 40:18-20; 41; 44:8-24).

Over and over, Isaiah recorded the exclusivity of the one
true God: “I am the Lord, and there is no other; there
is no God besides Me” (45:5); “There is no other God”
(45:14); “I am the Lord, and there is no other” (45:18).
The New Testament continues the same recognition
of the nonexistence of deities beyond the one God Who
exists in three persons. Paul reminded the Galatian
Christians of their pre-Christian foolish belief in other
deities: “But then, indeed, when you did not know God,
you served those which by nature are not gods” (4:8).
By definition, the “gods” that people claim actually
exist are not gods. In his lengthy discussion of whether
Christians were permitted to eat foods that had been
sacrificed to pagan deities, Paul clarified succinctly
the Bible position on the existence of so-called gods:
Therefore concerning the eating of things offered to
idols, we know that an idol is nothing in the world,
and that there is no other God but one. For even if
there are so-called gods, whether in heaven or on
earth (as there are many gods and many lords), yet
for us there is only one God, the Father, of whom are
all things, and we for Him; and one Lord Jesus Christ,
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through whom are all things, and through whom we
live (1 Corinthians 8:4-6).

In this passage, Paul declared very forthrightly that idols,
and the gods they represent, are, in fact, nonentities.
The RSV renders the meaning even more clearly: “We
know that an idol has no real existence, and that there
is no God but one.”
Of course, Paul recognized and acknowledged that
humans have worshipped imaginary, nonexistent, “socalled” gods in heaven (like Greek mythology advocated) and on Earth (in the form of idols). He used the
figure of speech known as “metonymy of the adjunct,”
where “things are spoken of according to appearance,
opinions formed respecting them, or the claims made
for them.”43 He spoke of “gods” as if they existed, simply
because many people of his day had that opinion. But
Paul knew “there is no God but one.” As Allen observed:
“The gods (i.e., the so-called divine beings contemplated by the pagans) represented by the images did
not exist. ...[T]hey were nothing as far as representing
the deities envisioned by the heathen.”44
Paul continued his discussion of idols two chapters
later, and again affirmed the nonexistence of any deities
besides God: “What am I saying then? That an idol is
anything, or what is offered to idols is anything?” (1
Corinthians 10:19). For Paul, it was technically permissible for a Christian to eat food that had previously
been used in a pagan ceremony as an offering to a
“god.” Why? Because such “gods” did not, and do not,
actually exist—except in the mind of the worshipper
(cf. 8:7-8)! Thus, the food used in such ceremonies was
unaffected. However, the person who really thinks there
are “gods,” and who then worships these imaginary
“gods,” is, in actuality, worshipping demons (10:20).
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Paul said there are only two possibilities: “But I say that
the things which the Gentiles sacrifice they sacrifice
to demons and not to God, and I do not want you to
have fellowship with demons. You cannot drink the
cup of the Lord and the cup of demons” (10:20-21).
Paul envisioned no class of beings known as “gods.”
There is only the one true God, and then there are the
demons and forces of Satan (cf. 2 Corinthians 6:15-16).
This bifurcation of the spiritual realm (i.e., God versus
Satan and his forces) is the consistent portrait presented throughout the Bible. The Bible simply admits
no knowledge or possibility of “gods.”

“You Are Gods”
A final passage that is alleged to support the notion
of “gods” is the statement made by Jesus when the
Jews wanted to stone Him because He claimed divinity for Himself:
The Jews answered Him, saying, “For a good work we
do not stone You, but for blasphemy, and because You,
being a Man, make Yourself God.” Jesus answered them,
“Is it not written in your law, ‘I said, “You are gods”?’ If
He called them gods, to whom the word of God came...
do you say of Him whom the Father sanctified and
sent into the world, “You are blaspheming,” because I
said, “I am the Son of God”? (John 10:33-36).

Mormons allege that Jesus here endorsed the notion
that men can become “gods.” But, of course, Jesus
did no such thing. On this occasion, He appealed to
an Old Testament context to deflect the barb of His
critics. Psalm 82 is a passage that issued a scathing
indictment of the unjust judges who had been assigned
the responsibility of executing God’s justice among
the people (cf. Deuteronomy 1:16; 19:17-18; Psalm 58).
Such a magistrate was “God’s minister” (Romans 13:4)
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who acted in the place of God, wielding His authority,
and who was responsible for mediating God’s help and
justice (cf. Exodus 7:1). In this sense, they were “gods”
(elohim)—acting as God to men.45 Hebrew parallelism
clarifies this sense: “I said, ‘You are gods, and all of
you are children of the Most High’” (Psalm 82:6). They
did not share divinity with God—but merely delegated
jurisdiction. They still were mere humans—although
invested with divine authority, and permitted to act
on God’s behalf.
This point is apparent throughout the Torah, where
the term translated “judges” or “ruler” is often elohim
(e.g., Exodus 21:6; 22:9,28). Take Moses as an example.
Moses was not a “god.” Yet God told Moses that when
he went to Egypt to orchestrate the release of the
Israelites, he would be “God” to his brother Aaron and
to Pharaoh (Exodus 4:16; 7:1). He meant that Moses
would supply both his brother and Pharaoh with the
words that came from God. Though admittedly a rather
rare use of elohim, nevertheless “it shows that the
word translated ‘god’ in that place might be applied
to man.”46 Clarke summarized this point: “Ye are my
representatives, and are clothed with my power and
authority to dispense judgment and justice, therefore
all of them are said to be children of the Most High.”47
But because they had shirked their awesome responsibility to represent God’s will fairly and accurately, and
because they had betrayed the sacred trust bestowed
upon them by God Himself, He decreed death upon
them (vs. 7). Obviously, they were not “gods,” since
God could and would execute them!
Jesus marshaled this Old Testament psalm to thwart
His opponents’ attack, while simultaneously reaffirming
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His deity (which is the central feature of the book of
John—20:30-31). He made shrewd use of syllogistic
argumentation by reasoning a minori ad majus.48 “Jesus
is here arguing like a rabbi from a lesser position to
a greater position, a ‘how much more’ argument very
popular among the rabbis.”49 In fact, “it is an argument
which to a Jewish Rabbi would have been entirely convincing. It was just the kind of argument, an argument
founded on a word of scripture, which the Rabbis loved
to use and found most unanswerable.”50
Jesus identified the unjust judges of Israel as persons
“to whom the word of God came” (John 10:35). That
is, they had been “appointed judges by Divine commission”51—by “the command of God; his commission
to them to do justice.”52 McGarvey summarized the
ensuing argument of Jesus: “If it was not blasphemy
to call those gods who so remotely represented the
Deity, how much less did Christ blaspheme in taking
unto himself a title to which he had a better right than
they, even in the subordinate sense of being a mere
messenger.”53 Charles Erdman observed:
By his defense Jesus does not renounce his claim to
deity; but he argues that if the judges, who represented
Jehovah in their appointed office, could be called “gods,”
in the Hebrew scriptures, it could not be blasphemy
for him, who was the final and complete revelation of
God, to call himself “the Son of God.54

This verse teaches the exact opposite of what
Mormons would like for it to teach. It brings into stark
contrast the deity—the Godhood—of Christ (and His
Father Who “sanctified and sent” Him—vs. 36) with
the absence of deity for all others. There are no other
“gods” in the sense of deity, i.e., eternality and infinitude
in all attributes. Jesus verified this very conclusion by
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directing the attention of His accusers to the “works” that
He performed (vs. 37-38). These “works” (i.e., miraculous signs) proved the divine identity of Jesus to the
exclusion of all other alleged deities. Archer concluded:
“By no means, then, does our Lord imply here that we
are sons of God just as He is—except for a lower level
of holiness and virtue. No misunderstanding could be
more wrongheaded than that.”55 Indeed, the Mormon
notion of a plurality of gods is “wrongheaded,” as is the
accompanying claim that humans can become gods.
It is unthinkable that the consistent prohibition of
polytheism and idolatry throughout the Bible would or
could give way to the completely contrary notion that,
as a matter of fact, many gods do exist, and that these
gods are merely exalted humans who now rule over their
own worlds even as God and Christ rule over theirs. It is
likewise outlandish—and contradictory—that humans
would be required to worship God and Christ—while
being banned from worshipping these other gods. The
fact of the matter is that “historic Hebrew is unquestionably and uniformly monotheistic.”56 The same may
be said of historic Christianity. To think otherwise is
pure pagan hocus-pocus—“a mere creation of the
imagination, a mere matter of superstition.”57

Baptism for the Dead
Another troubling, yet prominent, Mormon doctrine
is the “ordinance” of baptism for the dead. The doctrine
is alluded to several times in Doctrine and Covenants.
Mormons allege that, for many people who have lived,
water baptism was not available, or they died before
learning about “the true gospel and baptism by the
proper priesthood authority.”58 For those people who
would have received the Gospel, been baptized, and
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lived righteously if they had been given the opportunity,
God instituted “proxy” baptism in which Mormons are
baptized “vicariously” on their behalf: “We can do for
these people what they cannot do for themselves,”59 thus
enabling them to be in the “celestial kingdom” (D&C
127:7). As one of the Council of the Twelve stated: “With
proper authority an individual [can] be baptized for and
in behalf of someone who...never had the opportunity.
That individual [can] then accept or reject the baptism,
according to his own desire.”60 D. Todd Christofferson,
of the Presidency of the Seventy, explained that “Today’s
expansive construction of temples across the world has
as one of its primary purposes to provide the place
where ordinances essential to salvation may be performed for those who, in life, were not privileged to
receive them.”61
According to Mormonism, this ritual may only be
done in a Mormon temple:
For this ordinance belongeth to my house.... For verily I say unto you, that after you have had sufficient
time to build a house to me, wherein the ordinance
of baptizing for the dead belongeth, and for which
the same was instituted from before the foundation
of the world, your baptisms for your dead cannot be
acceptable unto me (D&C 124:30,33, emp. added).

The baptisms must be duly recorded and meticulous
records kept:
And again, I give unto you a word in relation to the
baptism for your dead. Verily, thus saith the Lord unto
you concerning your dead: When any of you are baptized for your dead, let there be a recorder, and let
him be eye-witness of your baptisms.... And again,
let all the records be had in order, that they may be
put in the archives of my holy temple, to be held in
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remembrance from generation to generation, saith the
Lord of Hosts (D&C 127:6,9, emp. added).
Consequently, the LDS Church in Salt Lake City main-

tains the most extensive genealogical records in the
world.62
Despite the teaching of proxy baptism in Doctrine
and Covenants, The Book of Mormon forcefully teaches
that the eternal destiny of those who reject the truth
while in the body is fixed at death, with no possibility
of repentance after death:
For behold, this life is the time for men to prepare to
meet God; yea, behold the day of this life is the day for
men to perform their labors.... I beseech of you that ye
do not procrastinate the day of your repentance until
the end; for after this day of life, which is given us
to prepare for eternity, behold, if we do not improve
our time while in this life, then cometh the night of
darkness wherein there can be no labor performed.
Ye cannot say, when ye are brought to that awful crisis,
that I will repent, that I will return to my God. Nay, ye
cannot say this; for that same spirit which doeth possess your bodies at the time that ye go out of this life,
that same spirit will have power to possess your body
in that eternal world. For behold, if ye have procrastinated the day of your repentance even until death,
behold, ye have become subjected to the spirit of the
devil, and he doth seal you his; therefore, the Spirit of
the Lord hath withdrawn from you, and hath no place
in you, and the devil hath all power over you; and this
is the final state of the wicked (Alma 34:32-35; see
also 42:4,13,28; Helaman 13:38; 2 Nephi 9:24-25,27;
Mosiah 2:36,39, emp. added).

Not only do Mormon scriptures contradict each other
on the doctrine of baptism for the dead, the doctrine
most certainly contradicts what the Bible teaches from
beginning to end. Many passages eliminate the possibil-
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ity of post-earthly life conversion/salvation by stressing
the singular necessity of responding obediently to God
in this life:
y “When a wicked man dies, his expectation will perish, and
the hope of the unjust perishes” (Proverbs 11:7).
y “And as it is appointed for men to die once, but after this
the judgment” (Hebrews 9:27).
y “For we must all appear before the judgment seat of Christ,
that each one may receive the things done in the body,
according to what he has done, whether good or bad” (2
Corinthians 5:10).

When the rich man died and entered into the hadean
realm, his spiritual condition was cinched, based strictly
upon his behavior while on Earth. When he expressed
his desire to be assisted with his tormented condition,
Abraham responded:
“Son, remember that in your lifetime you received your
good things, and likewise Lazarus evil things; but now
he is comforted and you are tormented. And besides all
this, between us and you there is a great gulf fixed, so
that those who want to pass from here to you cannot,
nor can those from there pass to us” (Luke 16:25-26).

Observe that Abraham made clear that the rich man’s
predicament was permanent and could not be altered.
When this reality became apparent to the rich man,
his thoughts immediately turned to his brothers on
Earth and a strong desire to prevent their coming to
his location:
Then he said, “I beg you therefore, father, that you
would send him to my father’s house, for I have five
brothers, that he may testify to them, lest they also
come to this place of torment.” Abraham said to him,
“They have Moses and the prophets; let them hear
them.” And he said, “No, father Abraham; but if one
goes to them from the dead, they will repent.” But
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he said to him, “If they do not hear Moses and the
prophets, neither will they be persuaded though one
rise from the dead” (Luke 16:27-31).

Observe that Abraham’s response to the rich man proves
that no offer of proxy baptism is available in the afterlife.
Abraham surely would have indicated its availability to
both the rich man and his brothers. Instead, Abraham
demonstrates the only means for a person to be saved
in eternity: hearing and obeying God’s Word while
still on Earth. We have only this life in which to make
our decisions, and when we leave this life, we have no
further opportunities to repent (cf. John 8:24).

1 Corinthians 15:29
But doesn’t the Bible speak of “baptism for the dead”?
Yes, it does, in Paul’s discussion of the resurrection:
“Otherwise, what will they do who are baptized for the
dead, if the dead do not rise at all? Why then are they
baptized for the dead?” Does this verse teach that
people who are alive on the Earth can be baptized, and
the efficacy of that baptism then be offered to those
who already have died and are in the spirit realm?
Referring to this very verse, Mormon President Howard
Hunter affirmed:
Latter-day prophets have told us that baptism is an
earthly ordinance that can be performed only by the
living. How then can those who are dead be baptized
if only the living can perform the ordinance? That
was the theme of the Apostle Paul’s writing to the
Corinthians when he asked this question: “Else what
shall they do which are baptized for the dead, if the
dead rise not at all? why are they then baptized for
the dead?” (1 Cor. 15:29).63
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But this verse is not teaching proxy baptism as practiced
by the Mormons. At least four adequate explanations
exist that avoid contradicting the rest of the Bible.
First, “dead” refers to the “old man of sin” (Romans
6:6). We are baptized for the dead in the sense that we
are baptized in water to eliminate the dead man of sin.
Hence, Paul was asking why one would be baptized to
eliminate the old man of sin in anticipation of eternal
acceptance if the resurrection will not be forthcoming.
Second, “dead” refers to the world of lost souls—
those who are spiritually dead. “They” refers to the
apostles and “baptism” refers to the baptism of suffering
that the apostles endured in order to make known the
Gospel to the world (alluded to in passages like Mark
10:38-39, Luke 12:50, Acts 9:16, and 1 Corinthians 4:9).
Thus Paul was asking why the apostles would subject
themselves to the baptism of suffering, in behalf of the
spiritually dead people of the world if, in fact, no one
has hope of the resurrection.
Third, “they” refers to those who are baptized in water
on the basis of the preaching and teaching done by
those who had since died. In other words, why would a
person obey the command to be baptized, and thereby
have hope of life beyond the grave, if the one who
taught the person to be baptized has since died and
will not be raised from the dead?
Fourth, Paul was using the logical argument form
known as argumentum ad hominem—an argument
based upon what men were doing at that time and with
which the readers would be familiar. The Corinthians
were familiar with people who practiced an immersion for the benefit of the dead. He used the third
person pronoun “they” as opposed to “you” or “we.”
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New Testament baptism would have been referred to
in the first or second person. This tactic of referring to
what outsiders were doing (without implying endorsement) to make a valid spiritual point was used by Paul
on other occasions (e.g., Acts 17:28; Titus 1:12).
These four possible interpretations each have contextual evidence to support them. None of the four contradicts any other Bible doctrine, as does the Mormon
spin on the passage. What is critically important is
that we not miss Paul’s point in 1 Corinthians 15. He
brought up the subject of “baptism for the dead” for
one reason: to reaffirm the reality of the resurrection.
Christians were being drawn into the destructive heresy
that the general resurrection is fictitious. In a setting
where he ardently defended the actuality and centricity
of the resurrection, he advanced two questions. If the
resurrection and end-time events are not to occur, then
“why are they baptized for the dead?” and “why do the
apostles stand in jeopardy every hour?” (vss. 29-30).
He wanted the Corinthians to face the fact that many
things Christians do have meaning only if resurrection
is an anticipated and ultimate objective. If when we die,
that’s it—no future conscious existence—why take risks
living the Christian life as the apostles frequently did?
If this life is all there is, forget Christianity and live it up
(vs. 32). But resurrection is coming! So do not live this
life indulging the flesh and mingling with those who will
influence you to do so (vs. 33). Live righteously, and
get your mind straight in view of your knowledge of
the coming resurrection (vs. 34). In other words, the
reality of the resurrection has a direct bearing on how
a person lives while in the body on Earth, since his
spiritual status is made permanent at death, and that
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condition will be brought forward at the resurrection.
This verse provides no corroboration of the Mormon
doctrine of vicarious baptism.

1 Peter 3:18-20; 4:6
Mormon President Joseph F. Smith claimed that
on October 3, 1918, while pondering in his Salt Lake
City room, he opened his Bible to 1 Peter chapters 3-4.
Having read 3:18-20 and 4:6, he claims he received
a vision explaining that the verses referred to Jesus
initiating the preaching of the Gospel, via the righteous
dead, to other deceased persons in the spirit world, so
that they might receive baptism enacted on their behalf
on Earth (D&C 138).64
Does 1 Peter 3:18-20 teach that Jesus descended
into the spirit realm and preached to deceased people?
Proper exegetical analysis, with a close consideration
of the grammar, will clarify the passage. First, the
preaching referred to was not done by Jesus in His
own person. The text says Jesus did the preaching
through the Holy Spirit: “the Spirit, by whom...” (vss.
18-19). [NOTE: Observe that “My Spirit” in Genesis
6:3 is equivalent to “the Spirit of God” and “the Spirit
of Christ” in Romans 8:9.] Other passages confirm
that Jesus was said to do things that He actually did
physically through the instrumentality of others (cf.
John 4:1-2). Paul said Jesus preached peace to the
Gentiles (Ephesians 2:17), when, in fact, Jesus did so
through others, since He, Himself, already had returned
to heaven when the first Gentiles heard the Gospel by
Peter’s mouth (Acts 15:7). Similarly, Nathan charged
King David: “You have killed Uriah the Hittite with
the sword” (2 Samuel 12:9), when, in fact, David had
ordered it done by another. Elijah accused Ahab of
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killing Naboth, using the words, “Have you murdered
and also taken possession?” (1 Kings 21:19), even
though his wife, Jezebel, arranged for two other men
to accomplish the evil action. So the Bible frequently
refers to someone doing something that he, in fact,
did through the agency of another person.
Within the book of 1 Peter itself, Peter already had
made reference to the fact that the Spirit of Christ
“testified beforehand the sufferings of Christ and the
glories that would follow” (1 Peter 1:11). But it was the
prophets who did the actual speaking, according to
verse 10. Then, again, in chapter 4, Peter stated that
“the gospel was preached also to those who are dead”
(1 Peter 4:6). Here were individuals who had the Gospel
preached to them while they were alive (“in the flesh”),
and who responded favorably by becoming Christians.
But then they were “judged according to men in the
flesh,” i.e., they were treated harshly and condemned
to martyrdom by their contemporaries. At the time
Peter was writing, they were “dead,” i.e., deceased
and departed from the Earth. But Peter said they “live
according to God in the spirit,” i.e., they were alive and
well in spirit form in the hadean realm in God’s good
graces. The contextual point of the passage is that no
matter what happens in this life to deter a person from
being right with God, he or she can, in fact, obey the
Gospel and, hence, be in the proper spiritual condition
upon leaving this life and entering into the spirit realm.
Second, when did Jesus do this preaching through
the Holy Spirit? Notice in verse 20, the words “formerly”
(NKJV) and “when”—“when once the longsuffering of
God waited in the days of Noah.” So the preaching
was done in the days of Noah by Jesus via the Holy
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Spirit Who, in turn, prompted Noah’s inspired preaching (2 Peter 2:5).
Third, why are these people to whom Noah preached
said to be “spirits in prison”? Because at the time
Peter was writing the words, that is where those people
were situated. Those who were drowned in the Flood
of Noah’s day descended into the hadean realm, where
they continued to reside in Peter’s day. This realm
is the same location where the rich man was placed
(Luke 16:23), as were the sinning angels (“Tartarus”—2
Peter 2:4). However, Jesus did not go to that “prison” or
“Tartarus.” He said He went to “Paradise” (Luke 23:43).65
Fourth, why would Jesus go to Hades and preach
only to Noah’s contemporaries? Why would He exclude
those who died prior to the Flood? What about those
who have died since? Since God is no “respecter of
persons” (Acts 10:34; Romans 2:11), Jesus would not
have singled out Noah’s generation to be the recipients
of preaching in the spirit realm.
Fifth, what would have been the content of such
preaching? Jesus could not have preached the whole
Gospel in its entirety. That Gospel includes the resurrection of Jesus (Romans 4:25; 1 Corinthians 15:4).
However, at the time the alleged preaching was supposed to have occurred, Jesus had not yet been raised!
Here, perhaps, is the most important consideration:
The notion of people being given a second opportunity to hear the Gospel in the afterlife is an extremely
dangerous doctrine that is counterproductive to the
cause of Christ. Why? It naturally and inevitably makes
people think they can postpone their obedience to
the Gospel. Yet the Bible consistently teaches that no
one will be permitted a second chance. This earthly
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life has been provided by God for all human beings
to determine where they wish to spend eternity. That
is, in fact, the whole point of earthly existence. Each
individual chooses his or her eternal abode based solely
upon personal conduct in this life. Once a person dies,
his eternal destiny has been fixed. He is “reserved for
judgment” (2 Peter 2:4; cf. vss. 9,17), and then he
is given his unending (“everlasting”) eternal abode—
either ongoing, permanent punishment or perpetual
life with God (Matthew 25:46; cf. Revelation 20:10-15).
His condition will not and cannot be altered—even by
God Himself (Luke 16:25-26; Hebrews 9:27). Indeed,
according to the Mormon “Book of Moses” (8:16-30) in
the Pearl of Great Price, Noah declared the Gospel to his
contemporaries for a lengthy period (“Noah continued
his preaching...” [vs. 23]), yet the people persisted in
their rejection of the Gospel. Why, then, would God
offer them a second chance in the spirit world? The
answer is that the God of the Bible would not do so,
while the god of Mormonism would.

Hebrews 11:40
Another passage that has been marshaled in an
effort to give biblical credence to the doctrine of proxy
baptism is Hebrews 11:40. Mark Peterson, a member
of the Council of the Twelve, explained:
When visitors have gone from room to room prior to
the dedication of these temples, explanations have
been given concerning the work done there. Always a
center of interest is the baptismal font. In each of the
temples this font rests upon the backs of twelve stone
or bronze oxen, following in this, as in other particulars,
the pattern given by the Prophet Joseph Smith as he
instituted temple building in his day under the direction of the Lord. Why is there a baptismal font in the
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temple? Cannot people be baptized anywhere? The
living, yes. But the font in the temple is for vicarious
baptisms performed in behalf of the dead. Baptism for
the dead? Is that a Christian doctrine? In the Epistle
to the Hebrews we read about the forefathers of
the faithful and then the author declares “that they
without us should not be made perfect” (Heb. 11:40),
showing that there is a definite relationship between
the salvation of the living and the dead.66

Mormon exegesis of the Bible leaves much to be desired.
A simple perusal of the context of Hebrews 11 demonstrates that the writer hardly had Mormon vicarious
baptism in view.
The central purpose of Hebrews was to provide
Hebrew Christians with encouragement not to revert
to the inferior system of Judaism to which they were
habituated, but to remain firm in their commitment
to Christ and His new covenant: “But we are not of
those who draw back to perdition, but of those who
believe to the saving of the soul” (Hebrews 10:39).
Hence, the Hebrews writer was simply pointing out
that all persons who lived on Earth prior to the advent
of the Gospel and the Christian religion are ultimately
dependent on the blood of Christ and the propitiation
it provides. Referring to Jesus, Paul explains: “whom
God set forth as a propitiation by His blood, through
faith, to demonstrate His righteousness, because in His
forbearance God had passed over the sins that were
previously committed” (Romans 3:25). All who lived
prior to the sacrifice of Christ could be saved only in
anticipation of that atoning act, as pre-planned by Deity
in eternity (Revelation 13:8). In that sense, “they should
not be made perfect apart from us” (Hebrews 11:40,
NKJV). This verse is actually employing the figure of
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speech known as metonymy of the effect, in which the
effect is put for the cause producing it.67 In this case,
the effect (“us,” i.e., we Christians—those who are the
beneficiaries of the completed system of salvation) is
mentioned in place of the means of salvation—the
same means that enables those prior to the Cross to
be saved as well—via the atoning sacrifice of Christ.
In his 1880 commentary on Hebrews, Robert Milligan
summarized the point:
The phrase “without us” may therefore be taken as
equivalent to without the religion which through Christ
we now actually enjoy.... [A]s the ancients were not,
and could not, be perfected without the cleansing efficacy of his blood, it may be truthfully said, that they
were not perfected “without us” and the “better thing”
which we by the grace of God now actually enjoy.68

Indeed, this passage has absolutely nothing to do with
an alleged vicarious role enacted by living Mormons
in behalf of the deceased. The idea is preposterous,
completely foreign to the book of Hebrews, and in conflict with the entire scheme of redemption as worked
out through centuries of human history and reported
to us on the pages of the Bible.

CONCLUSION
An honest and humble appraisal of these and many
other discrepancies should create great concern in the
heart of one who believes Mormon documents to be
inspired. Many criticisms have been leveled against
the Bible over the centuries, yet have been answered
decisively.69 If The Book of Mormon were from God,
it, too, could be defended and its divine authenticity
substantiated. However, the lack of adequate explanations to clarify such problems compels the honest
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individual to conclude that The Book of Mormon and
other Mormon scriptures do not derive their origin from
the God of the Bible.
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What the Bible says about...
Is one church better than another church? Are
some churches right and other churches wrong?
Can a person simply pick whatever church he
or she enjoys the most? These, and other such
questions, often weigh on the minds of sincere
religious people. In truth, there is really only one
place to go to find the answers to such questions—
the Bible. God’s Word contains “all things that
pertain to life and godliness” (2 Peter 1:3). It is
the standard by which religious matters must be
judged. In the end, the teachings and actions of
every church or religion must be examined in
light of what the Bible says about them.
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